Welcome to Frankfurt. 
The whole world awaits you.

For us, organising trade fairs means bringing people together. We very much hope to be able to welcome you to the Frankfurt exhibition grounds soon. You will find more detailed directions on how to get to us on the websites of the individual events.

Public transport

Public transport.

From airport to exhibition grounds in no time at all.

  Conveniently by cab.
  Easily and inexpensively by public transport.
  Directly by shuttle bus.
  Accessing the exhibition grounds by car.

From Central Station (Hauptbahnhof) to City Entrance (Eingang City).

  Within easy walking distance.
  Easily and inexpensively by public transport.
  Barrier-free exchanges.
Public transport.

In cooperation with Deutsche Bahn, we offer special travel packages for many of our trade fairs. To find out if this offer applies to your event, please visit the respective event website:

messefrankfurt.com

Trade fair admission tickets that bear the symbol of the RMV network are also valid for travel on public transportation (except for admission vouchers and complimentary tickets). These include free travel to and from Messe Frankfurt on the public transportation network within the Rhein-Main-Verkehrsverbund (RMV) area.

From airport to exhibition grounds in no time at all.

Frankfurt Airport can be reached directly from all of the world’s major airports. And shortly after landing at Europe’s aviation hub you will be at the exhibition grounds in no time at all.

Conveniently by cab.

Taxis stop directly in front of the terminals and can be accessed barrier-free. Please follow the signs at the airport.

Taxi → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 20 mins

   Take a cab to Messe Frankfurt, either to the “City”, “Galleria” or “Portalhaus” entrance
Easily and inexpensively by public transport.

From the regional train station at Frankfurt Airport it’s just a few minutes to Frankfurt Central Station (Hauptbahnhof). From here, it’s just a few metres to Messe Frankfurt.

**S8/S9 → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 35 mins**

S8/S9 in the direction of Hanau or Offenbach Ost to Hauptbahnhof.
On foot approx. 10 mins via Düsseldorfer Straße and Platz der Republik to Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage.
Messe, “City” entrance.

**S8/S9 → U4 → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 26 mins, 1 change**

S8/S9 direction of Hanau or Offenbach Ost to Hauptbahnhof.
U4 direction of Bockenheimer Warte,
“Festhalle/Messe” stop.
Messe, “City” entrance.

**S8/S9 → S3/S4/S5/S6 → Messed Frankfurt, approx. 21 mins, 1 change**

S8/S9 direction of Hanau or Offenbach Ost to Hauptbahnhof.
S3 direction of Bad Soden / S4 direction of Kronberg /
S5 direction of Bad Homburg/Friedrichsdorf / S6 direction of Friedberg/Groß Karben,
“Messe” stop.
Messe, “Torhaus” entrance.

**S8/S9 → Tram 17/16 → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 21 mins, 1 change**

S8/S9 direction of Hanau or Offenbach Ost to Hauptbahnhof.
Tram 17/16 to “Festhalle/Messe” stop.
Messe, “City” entrance.

All timings approximate.

Directly by shuttle bus.

For selected trade fairs, the Messe Frankfurt shuttle bus departs to the exhibition grounds from the bus terminal at Terminal 1 every 15 minutes.

**Shuttle-Bus → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 25 mins**

By foot to the bus terminal at Terminal 1.
Shuttle bus, departure every 15 minutes.
Messe, “Galleria” and “Portalhaus” entrances.
Accessing the exhibition grounds by car.

Messe Frankfurt is also open to you outside show times. After registering, you can access the exhibition grounds by car or taxi at the following gates:

24-hour service:
North Gate via Katharinenkreisel

Workdays 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.:
South Gate via Europa-Allee
West Gate via Straße der Nationen
From Central Station (Hauptbahnhof) to City Entrance (Eingang City).

Frankfurt Central Station is one of Europe’s most important train stations. From here, it’s just a few minutes to Messe Frankfurt.

Within easy walking distance.

**Walk from Hauptbahnhof → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 10 mins**

- On foot via Düsseldorfer Straße and Platz der Republik to Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage.
- Messe, “City” entrance.

Easily and inexpensively by public transport.

**U4 → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 1 min**

- **U4 direction of Bockenheimer Warte**, “Festhalle/Messe” stop.
- Messe, “City” entrance.

**S3/S4/S5/S6 → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 4 min**

- **S3** direction of Bad Soden / **S4** direction of Kronberg / **S5** direction of Bad Homburg/Friedrichsdorf / **S6** direction of Friedberg/Groß Karben, “Messe” stop.
- Messe, “Torhaus” entrance.

**Tram 17/16 → Messe Frankfurt, approx. 4 mins**

- **Tram 17/16** to “Festhalle/Messe” stop.
- Messe, “City” entrance.
Barrier-free exchanges.

To ensure all visitors quickly get to where they want to be, Messe Frankfurt makes sure the distances our visitors have to cover are as short and direct as possible. Barrier-free access points and connected walkways offer plenty of scope for exchanges also for those with restricted mobility. The Via Mobile covered moving walkway allows you to comfortably reach all of the halls.

For more information, please see our “Barrier-free exchanges” brochure or the site map.

Info hotline for people with restricted mobility:
Tel. +49 69 75 75-69 99
barrierefrei@messefrankfurt.com